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Abstract—Collaborative science demands global sharing of
scientific data. But it cannot leverage universally accessible
cloud-based infrastructures like DropBox, as those offer limited
interfaces and inadequate levels of access bandwidth. We present
the Scibox cloud facility for online sharing scientific data. It uses
standard cloud storage solutions, but offers a usage model in
which high end codes can write/read data to/from the cloud via
the APIs they already use for their I/O actions. With Scibox, data
upload/download volumes are controlled via D(ata)R(eduction)-
functions stated by end users and applied at the data source,
before data is moved, with further gains in efficiency obtained
by combining DR-functions to move exactly what is needed
by current data consumers. We evaluate Scibox with science
applications and their representative data analytics – the GTS
fusion and the combustion image processing – demonstrating the
potential for ubiquitous data access with substantial reductions
in network traffic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Global, distributed scientific processes critically rely on the

data generated by scientific simulations and instruments. Ex-

amples range from investigations by science teams in domains

like fusion modeling [1] or in combustion research [2], [3], to

widely distributed sets of researchers and amateurs in astron-

omy [4], to a plethora of enterprise applications able to benefit

from widely shared data like SmartGrid or SmartCity projects.

Common to all such endeavors is the need for convenient

and ubiquitous data sharing, which the scientific community

has pursued by constructing extensive grid-based data sharing

infrastructures [5] supported by high end networks within and

across national and international science facilities research

labs [6]. Concurrent with these developments, businesses have

created their own infrastructures for conveniently sharing data

across large numbers of widely distributed participants, like

the DropBox [7], GoogleDrive [8], and iCloud [9] services

used across the globe.

There are cost and overhead issues with directly using

commercial data sharing facilities like DropBox for scien-

tific data exchange. First, for the tens of Terabytes of data

generated by petascale science simulations (e.g., GTS [10],

[11], LAMMPS [12]) per day [10], even if it were possible

to move all of that data to the cloud, storage cost would

quickly exceed science budgets, in lieu of the storage pricing

of standard storage provided by Amazon S3. This means that

storage costs would be $972.8 per day, at minimum, where

data transfer costs are linear with the amount of data moved

through the Internet. Second, scientific data is usually stored

in a storage hierarchy which includes both memory of I/O

staging nodes and disks of storage servers. Moving data from

disk to cloud storage can incur a very long latency when

data size is in the scale of Gigabytes, let alone Terabytes.

User experience could be worse if the data does not contain

interesting contents as networking bandwidth and CPU cycles

are wasted dramatically. Third, the existing interfaces provided

by cloud storage service like Dropbox for data sharing limits

itself in its ability to provide content-aware raw data or

partition of data which users have real interests so as to

reduce the cost of using cloud storage. Users cannot effectively

express their constrains on data contents.

This paper explores cloud-based data sharing and storage

challenges and opportunities (i) for simulation output data

processed on the high end analytics or visualization engines in

petascale science facilities, and (ii) for the outputs generated

by large scientific instruments. We adopt the ideas underlying

existing cloud data sharing facilities like DropBox, in terms

of their ease of use and universal accessibility, but address

key issues critical to making them usable for scientific data

exchange. First, for constrained data exchange, for the tens

to hundreds of gigabyte data volumes generated by high end

simulations, we permit data sharing to focus on the data

of interest to end users, where such ‘interest’ depends on

data contents expressed by user-defined analysis methods,

i.e., instead of indiscriminately sharing raw data, data sharing

facilities must offer methods for constraining cloud-based data

exchange and storage. Commercial facilities like DropBox do

not yet offer such functionality. Second, for science data and

its metadata-rich storage formats like HDF5 [13], BP [14], etc.,

we exploit such metadata for opportunities to filter and reduce

data as per end user interests and needs. Third, we encourage

online methods to constrain data exchanges, to permit end

users to focus on the data important to the current scientific

investigations being pursued.

The Scibox infrastructure described in this paper imple-

ments methods for the online sharing of scientific data across

shared cloud resources. It leverages the ease of use and

universal accessibility of commercially developed cloud data

sharing software backed by large-scale cloud stores, like

Amazon’s S3 [15], but enhances open source cloud-based

data sharing services with new functionality for better access

to and use of the large volumes of structured scientific data

employed in scientific inquiries. Specifically, Scibox extends

the limited interfaces of systems like DropBox to better serve

science users, and it provides novel methods to cope with the

inadequate levels of ingress and egress bandwidths available

to/from the remote cloud stores in which data is maintained.

Scibox (1) proposes a science data usage model and (2) offers

methods to circumvent unnecessarily large data uploads to or

downloads from the cloud. Concerning (1), Scibox presents to

data producers and consumers the standard I/O APIs already



used by science applications, like the Adaptive I/O system

(ADIOS). As a result, science codes can write output to the

cloud that can then be directly read by subsequent, potentially

remote data analytics or visualization codes, in the same

fashion as I/O and subsequent analysis are being performed in

today’s high end facilities used for running science simulations

(e.g., at ORNL, LLNL, etc.). Concerning (2), to reduce cloud

data upload/download volumes, Scibox permits an end user

to identify the exact data needed for each specific inquiry

(i.e., analytics activity), by specifying the D(ata)R(eduction)-

function that is applied at the data source and before data is

actually uploaded to the cloud. In addition and for efficient

online data sharing across multiple concurrent science end

users, Scibox then combines users’ different DR-functions

into a cumulative data reduction method, in order to upload

to the cloud only those data items needed by the complete

current set of data sharing clients.

Scibox realizes its data sharing approach by leveraging the

metadata-rich descriptions of scientific data: when data is first

generated by a data provider, only its metadata [13] is placed

into the cloud. Data consumers specify DR-functions against

such metadata, to identify the data subsets and transformed

data items they desire. These consumer-driven inquiries, then,

give rise to actual data movements into and out of the cloud,

thereby limiting data transmissions only to those items actually

needed by data consumers. The additional step performing

function merging across multiple concurrent clients aims for

minimal in-cloud data sizes for current sharing patterns.

Beyond Scibox’s novel science data-centric functionality,

additional advantages of using it vs. commercial methods

like DropBox include the following. First, when using Scibox

backed up by say, Amazon’s S3 store, science users can take

advantage of that store’s high durability, availability, and its

pay-as-you-go pricing model [15], [16], rather than relying

only on increasingly cost-stressed internal research facilities.

Second, by carefully managing the actual data stored in the

cloud, via DR-functions, scientists can limit their exposure

to storage costs imposed by providers, by storing only those

items actually needed by their specific inquiries.

We envision a use of Scibox in several concrete con-

texts. For wide area data sharing via commercial storage

like Amazon’s S3, Scibox essentially acts as an intermediary

that helps orchestrate data flows from some source, like a

supercomputer center’s analytics machines with access to its

large-scale storage, to some number of sinks, such as scientists

inspecting data from their last simulation run. The science

applications running on high end machines and producing

source data use standard methods to store their data locally

and in ways accessible to Scibox, with additional data sharing

actions possible as long as data remains present at the source.

A second use case is data generated in high end experimental

facilities, where local storage at those facilities contains the

large data volumes being produced and Scibox is used to share

select data items with remote collaborators. In both cases,

however, once data has been shared and is therefore, present in

the cloud, it can be inspected and viewed any number of times

and will remain present in the cloud until explicitly deleted by

end users.

The use cases and benchmarks employed to evaluate Scibox

mirror the way in which we expect this functionality to be

used. Micro-benchmarks evaluate basic overheads experienced

at source and sinks. The applications run are (1) scientific

simulations producing outputs suitable for online analytics

and visualization, and (2) experimental data produced by an

instrument, and then consumed by various analytics clients.

For both cases, the numbers of clients used will scale for

larger science collaborations. We conduct extensive evaluation

using both synthetic and real scientific workloads, including

GTS physics diagnosis and combustion image processing. Our

results show that Scibox can reduce networking traffic by up

to 65x. In addition, Scibox users can have a much better cloud

experience with less I/O latency and significantly saved usage

cost.

In summary, Scibox makes the following contributions:

Detailed Meta-data. We store both metadata about files and

a metadata list about file contents, e.g., variable names, in the

cloud, and such information is pushed to users who register for

the Scibox service. It is such metadata availability that makes

it possible to identify and then limit the actual data moved

into/out of the cloud to service end users’ specific analytics

needs.

Data Filtering using DR-functions. DR-functions permit

users to specify data subsets of specific interest to them.

DR-function can be as simple as stating a range of offsets

in some array dimensions or as complex programs for data

transformation and compression. DR-function are registered

and realized at runtime, whenever needed for analytics tasks

undertaken by end users.

Efficient Data Sharing. Only the data that satisfies the

registered criterions, expressed via DR-functions, are up-

loaded into cloud storage for sharing with data consumers.

Overlapping data sets for different consumers are merged to

further reduce data redundancy on the storage server and data

volumes transferred across the network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II discusses related works. Section III describes the system

architecture of Scibox. Section IV carries the design and

implementation of DR-functions. Section V discusses the key

ideas for efficient data access and metadata management in

Scibox. Section VI presents other implementation issues of

Scibox. Section VII presents our experimental results, and

Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Enterprise Data Sharing via the Cloud

Enterprises routinely use cloud-based data sharing solutions

like Google Drive [8] and Dropbox [7]. For both, since the

cost of additional cloud storage increases linearly with the

amount of data [17] and the number of users [18], neither

system offers a cost-effective solution for the large data sharing

needs of high end science instruments or simulations. Scibox,

therefore, is designed to use commercial cloud stores, but





Type Description Example

DR1, DR2, DR3 Max(variable), Min(variable), Mean(variable) Max(var 2Darray), Min(var 2Darray), Mean(var 2Darray)

DR4 Range(variable, dimensions, start pos, end pos) Range(var int 1Darray, 1, 100, 1000)

DR5 Select(variable, threshold1, threshold2) select var.value where var.value ∈ (threshold1, threshold2)

DR6 Select(variable, DR Function1, DR Function2) select var.value where var.value ≥ Mean(var)

DR7 Select(variable1, variable2, threshold1, threshold2) select var2.value where var1.value ∈ (threshold1, threshold2)

DR8 Self defined function double proc(cod exec context ec, input type *input, int k, int m) { int i;int
j; double sum = 0.0; double average = 0.0;for(i = 0; i¡m; i= i+1) sum =
sum + input.tmpbuf[i+k*m]; average = sum / m;return average; }

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF DR-FUNCTIONS

consumer in the form of a metadata list, thus enabling them

to determine and specify the customized data subset selections

they desire. As stated earlier, such specifications are via DR-

functions determined by clients, with additional detail about

these functions presented in Section IV. After processing

the DR-functions on the original data, the outputs having

overlapping data sets are merged and written to cloud storage

using the cloud I/O transport and object storage interfaces.

Scibox Consumers Each data consumer is assigned a

unique User ID, and it is registered with some specific

user group. After reviewing the metadata list regarding the

group, a consumer creates a XML file reader.xml similar to

writer.xml, but with variable names that specify the desired

data subsets and stating a DR-function attribute. If the DR-

function attribute is not specified, the full datasets will be

pushed to the user, else those functions are used for producer-

side data filtering and/or transformation. As with producers,

Scibox clients for data consumers are executed as daemons,

with the daemon periodically checking the consumer’s XML

file for changes in datasets and DR-functions, and checking

cloud storage for data updates, the latter leading to downloads

of the latest version of desired data via the cloud I/O transport.

IV. DR-FUNCTIONS

A DR-function transforms data as per end user instructions,

with useful functions including those that reduce data and

prepare it for cloud storage and remote access. DR-functions

can be explicitly programmed by end users, generated from

higher level descriptions, or created automatically by deriving

them from users’ I/O access patterns, such as repeated accesses

to certain variables.

A technical issue with using DR-functions is their re-

quirement for producer-side computational capacity. While

such capacity is likely available in the leadership facilities

in which high end simulations are performed, it may not

be present with certain instruments, an example being the

combustion instrument used in this paper’s experiments. This

means that when a user group has a large number of data

consumers, like an entire school class, the execution of individ-

ual DR-functions, one-by-one, can impose unacceptably high

computational overheads on producers. To address this issue,

Scibox offers function combining methods for its basic DR-

functions and their derivatives in the DR-function library. For

such functions, if multiple consumers require the same DR-

function, the function will only be executed once and its output

data will be reused for multiple consumers. The current Scibox

prototype supports DR-functions classified into eight cate-

gories, described in detail in Table III. Functions of types DR1

to DR4 – basic DR-functions – describe user requirements

regarding a single variable. Functions of types DR5 to DR7

describe more complex relationships between variables. For

example, a user of GTS data can take advantage of DR7 when

the ion’s temperature data is needed only when its velocity

is larger than some threshold. Finally, more advanced users

can explicitly define their own, custom DR–functions – Type

DR8 – using the Co(n)D(emand) [25] programming language.

CoD is used because its simple code generation facilities can

be run at consumer, producers, or ‘in’ the cloud, across the

entire set of participants in a Scibox system. The system

operates by registering a string describing the DR-function

at data producers, then compiling and running the function

‘on demand’ at the producer, on the specified input data. For

such custom functions, Scibox does not guarantee them to be

executable for arbitrary input data, e.g., if there are mismatches

in the function’s assumptions concerning input data types and

sizes with the actual data seen, function execution will fail,

returning the original data to the user.

The implementation of DR-functions DR1 to DR7 lever-

ages the reader.xml file, to which any data consumer can add

XML attributes about DR-function types and their input pa-

rameters. The system parses this file, generates DR-functions,

and then applies them to the input buffer, for all functions

specified. As stated earlier, however, since Scibox may need

to support hundreds of data consumers with individually

customized data requirements, executing their DR-functions

one-by-one can be costly. In response, Scibox merges all basic

DR-functions, e.g., max, min, average, and subsets of data

arrays, and then runs the composite function as a single scan

across its input buffer. The same technique can be used for

complex DR-functions if they can be decomposed into sets

of basic functions. For example, DR6 is implemented based

on DR3, the DR3 functions can be stripped out from DR6

to merge with other basic DR-functions. An optimization to

improve DR-functions in minimizing their potential effects on

producer performance is to define them as best-effort, which

means that they can be disabled at any time. Data consumers

will only experience consequent delays in data updates due to

perhaps, increased network bandwidth requirements. Finally,

for DR-functions of type DR8 implemented using CoD [26],

[25], [27], when DR8 is specified in the XML file, on

the producer’s side a string representing the body of the

DR-function and the address of data buffer for processing

are passed to CoD context. The string is then dynamically

compiled into a binary executable. Table III shows an example














